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Yugoslavia - Freedom House (U.S.) 1987
In June of 1987, Freedom House convened a
conference in which fourteen emigres and
dissidents from Yugoslavia discussed the current
crisis in the country-its causes and possible
solutions. Readers of this monograph will be
able to judge for themselves the degree to which
the participants succeeded in illuminating the
complicated economic, political and ethnic
situation in a country that seems to be on the
brink of collapse. However, the significance of
the conference lies in the fact that for the first
time in decades representatives of the different

national, political and religious strains that
characterize Yugoslavia met and 'talked to each
other.' That is no small accomplishment.
Yugoslavia - Dennison I. Rusinow 2008
This volume presents the most significant
reports from American Universities Field Staff
member Dennison Rusinow on the major
political developments and life in Yugoslavia
during the Cold War.
The Tito–Stalin Split and Yugoslavia's
Military Opening toward the West,
1950–1954 - Ivan Laković 2016-07-14
Yugoslav military cooperation with West
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emerged after the country’s split with the
U.S.S.R. and its allies in 1948. It came as a
surprise for many, since Yugoslavia used to be
one of the staunchest followers of Soviet politics.
However, faced with possible military escalation
of the ideological, political, and economic
worsening of relations with the East, the
Yugoslav leadership quickly turned to their
former “class enemies.” For the United States, it
presented an opportunity to acquire many
unexpected political benefits. Yugoslav
alienation from the Kremlin provided territorial
consolidation of the southern flank of NATO,
denial of direct approach to the Adriatic Sea and
Northern Italy to Soviet troops, and dealt a
strong political blow to the homogeneity of the
Eastern bloc. While not insisting on changing
the ideological nature of Yugoslav state, the
United States provided much needed material
and financial aid, developing the base for
entering into sphere of military cooperation. It
had two main categories—direct support for

Yugoslav forces through shipments of military
equipment, as well as Yugoslavia entering into
defensive, military alliance (the Balkan Pact)
with Greece and Turkey, already full members of
NATO. Such trends, aiming towards closer
Yugoslav bonding with Western military and
political structures, ended in the mid-1950s with
Stalin’s death, the outbreak of the Trieste crisis,
and Tito’s reconciliation with Soviet leadership.
Developing the new policy of non-alignment with
either of the confronting blocs, Yugoslavia
stepped out from the program of Western
military aid, while the Balkan Pact slowly faded
in growing animosity between Greece and
Turkey.
Causes and Consequences of the Collapse of
Communism in Eastern Europe - Martyn C.
Rady 1995
From the CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES
series, illustrated with colour and black and
white photographs and artwork, a look at the
events leading up to the collapse of communism,
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the reasons for its failure, the era of glasnost
and perestroika, and looking at the realities of
the post-Cold War world.
Preventive Engagement - Paul B. Stares
2017-12-19
The United States faces an increasingly
turbulent world. The risk of violent conflict and
other threats to international order presents a
vexing dilemma: should the United States
remain the principal guarantor of global peace
and security with all its considerable
commitments and potential pitfalls––not least
new and costly military entanglements––that
over time diminish its capacity and commitment
to play this vital role or, alternatively, should it
pull back from the world in the interests of
conserving U.S. power, but at the possible cost
of even greater threats emerging in the future?
Paul B. Stares proposes an innovative and timely
strategy—“preventive engagement”—to resolve
America’s predicament. This approach entails
pursuing three complementary courses of action:

promoting policies known to lessen the risk of
violent conflict over the long term; anticipating
and averting those crises likely to lead to costly
military commitments in the medium term; and
managing ongoing conflicts in the short term
before they escalate further and exert pressure
on the United States to intervene. In each of
these efforts, forging “preventive partnerships”
with a variety of international actors, including
the United Nations, regional organizations,
nongovernmental organizations, and the
business community, is essential. The need to
think and act ahead that lies at the heart of a
preventive engagement strategy requires the
United States to become less shortsighted and
reactive. Drawing on successful strategies in
other areas, Preventive Engagement provides a
detailed and comprehensive blueprint for the
United States to shape the future and reduce the
potential dangers ahead.
The Black Book of Communism - G. Peter
Albert 1999
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Collects and analyzes seventy years of
communist crimes that offer details on Kim
Sung's Korea, Vietnam under "Uncle Ho," and
Cuba under Castro.
Authority and Control in International
Communism - Bernard S. Morris 2017-09-29
Contrary to the American public image of
international communism as monolithic, the
history of communism has been one of
increasingly frequent deviation and dissension punctuated by a process of defection and
expulsion of individuals and entire national
parties. In examining the fragmentation of
communism as a movement, Bernard S. Morris
focuses on the breakdown of its structure of
authority as exercised through the organs of
control. He analyzes factors contributing to the
initial cohesion and later disintegration of the
communist movement. The author demonstrates
how the artificial attempt to maintain the
Marxian vision of world revolution through the
agency of the Soviet system faltered and

ultimately failed. He shows how tensions
between communist doctrine and foreign policy,
coupled with the unexpected viability of the
capitalist system in the West, accelerated
pluralism within the communist movement. This
led to Yugoslavia's assertion of independence,
the rise of polycentrism in the post-Stalinist era,
and the Russo-Chinese split. As we have seen, it
ultimately led to the demise of the Soviet Union
itself. Morris contends that the collapse of
international communist unity underscores the
inexorable hold of nationalism on human
loyalties. He points out that American policy's
obsession with international communism
frustrated the development of a realistic policy
toward radical nationalist movements which,
because they were identified with communism,
became equally suspect. Written by an
experienced scholar and political analyst, this
highly informative work skillfully balances a
chronological account with a searching
examination of the evolution and gradual
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disintegration of the dream of world revolution.
Making a Nation, Breaking a Nation - Andrew
Wachtel 1998
This book focuses on the cultural processes by
which the idea of a Yugoslav nation was
developed and on the reasons that this idea
ultimately failed to bind the South Slavs into a
viable nation and state. The author argues that
the collapse of multinational Yugoslavia and the
establishment of separate uninational states did
not result from the breakdown of the political or
economic fabric of the Yugoslav state; rather,
that breakdown itself sprang from the
destruction of the concept of a Yugoslav nation.
Had such a concept been retained, a collapse of
political authority would have been followed by
the eventual reconstitution of a Yugoslav state,
as happened after World War II, rather than the
creation of separate nation-states. Because the
author emphasizes nation building rather than
state building, the causes and evidence he cites
for Yugoslavia’s collapse differ markedly from

those that have previously been put forward. He
concentrates on culture and cultural politics in
the South Slavic lands from the mid-nineteenth
century to the present in order to delineate
those ideological mechanisms that helped lay the
foundation for the formation of a Yugoslav nation
in the first place, sustained the nation during its
approximately seventy-year existence, and led to
its dissolution. The book describes the evolution
of the idea of Yugoslav national unity in four
major areas: linguistic policies geared to
creating a shared national language, the
promulgation of a Yugoslav literary and artistic
canon, an educational policy that emphasized
the teaching of literature and history in schools,
and the production of new literary and artistic
works incorporating a Yugoslav view. In the
book’s conclusion, the author discusses the
relevance of the Yugoslav case for other parts of
the world, considering whether the triumph of
particularist nationalism is inevitable in
multinational states.
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Tito--Yugoslavia's Great Dictator - Stevan K.
Pavlowitch 1992
This new biography offers a straightforward,
balanced approach to the man who reigned over
Yugoslavia for thirty-five years. Stripping away
the myths about Tito and his life. Stevan
Pavlowitch places him within a larger
perspective as a key twentieth-century European
leader. Pavlowitch begins with an examination of
the economic, social, and national factors that
helped to create Josip Broz Tito. He goes on to
consider Tito's role as a national unifier after the
chaos of the Second World War, demonstrating
how Tito brought Yugoslavia together by
offering something to each of the country's
constituent ethnic communities. While admitting
that Tito remains something of a mystery
because the important mechanisms of his regime
always functioned behind closed doors,
Pavlowitch reconciles the various contradictory
versions of Tito's life and policies - as a ruthless
revolutionary and an imaginative statesman, as a

successfully dogmatic hard-liner and a
triumphant heretic, as a good disciple of Soviet
Stalinism and the force behind a Yugoslav-style
Marxism. According to Pavlowitch, the seeds of
Tito's long-term failure lay in his short-term
successes, and the style and substance of his
regime provided little more than transient unity.
This study of one of the most influential leaders
of the twentieth century, and one of the least
understood, is especially valuable today since
the collapse of communism and the breakup of
Yugoslavia have called into question Tito's
motives, directions, and achievements. General
readers and students alike will find it a
stimulating guide to the historical continuity of
Eastern Europe and the situation there today.
Stalin and Europe - Timothy Snyder 2014
The Soviet Union was the largest state in the
twentieth-century world, but its repressive
power and terrible ambition were most clearly
on display in Europe. Under the leadership of
Joseph Stalin, the Soviet Union transformed
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itself and then all of the European countries with
which it came into contact. This volume
considers each aspect of the encounter of Stalin
with Europe: the attempt to create a kind of
European state by accelerating the European
model of industrial development in the USSR;
mass murder in anticipation of a war against
European powers; the actual contact with
Europe's greatest power, Nazi Germany, first as
ally and then as enemy; four years of war fought
chiefly on Soviet territory and bringing untold
millions of deaths, including much of the
Holocaust; and finally the reestablishment of the
Soviet system, not just in prewar territory of the
USSR, but in Western Ukraine, Western Belarus,
the Baltic States, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, and East Germany.
Nationalism, Myth, and the State in Russia and
Serbia - Veljko Vujačić 2015-03-26
This book examines the role of Russian and
Serbian nationalism in different modes of
dissolution of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia in

1991. Why did Russia's elites agree to the
dissolution of the Soviet Union along the borders
of Soviet republics, leaving twenty-five million
Russians outside of Russia? Conversely, why did
Serbia's elite succeed in mobilizing Serbs in
Croatia and Bosnia for the nationalist cause?
Combining a Weberian emphasis on interpretive
understanding and counterfactual analysis with
theories of nationalism, Veljko Vujačić highlights
the role of historical legacies, national myths,
collective memories, and literary narratives in
shaping diametrically opposed attitudes toward
the state in Russia and Serbia. The emphasis on
the unintended consequences of communist
nationality policy highlights how these attitudes
interacted with institutional factors, favoring
different outcomes in 1991. The book's
postscript examines how this explanation holds
up in the light of Russia's annexation of Crimea.
The Legacy of Yugoslavia - Othon Anastasakis
2020-06-25
What are the consequences of Yugoslavia's
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existence – and breakup – for the present? This
book reflects on this very question, identifying
and analysing the political legacies left behind
by Yugoslavia through the prism of continuities
and ruptures between the past and present of
the area. After the collapse of Yugoslavia, it's
former states adopted a nation-building process
which opted to eradicate the past as such an
approach seemed more convenient for the new
national projects. The new states adopted new
institutions, new market-oriented economic
paradigms and new national symbols. Yugoslavia
existed for 70 years and to consider the current
political situation in post-Yugoslav states such as
Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Serbia, Montenegro, North Macedonia, and
Kosovo without taking into account the legacy
and remnants of Yugoslavia is to discount a vital
part of their political history. This volume takes
a multi-disciplinary and multi-faceted approach
to examining the legacy of Yugoslavia, covering
politics, society, international relations and

economics. Focusing on distinctive features of
Yugoslavia including worker self-management,
the combination of liberalism and communism
and the Cold War policy of Non-Alignment, The
Legacy of Yugoslavia places Yugoslavia in
historical perspective and connects the region's
past with its contemporary political situation.
Perestroika and the Party - Francesco Di
Palma 2019-08-01
Countless studies have assessed the dramatic
reforms of Mikhail Gorbachev, but their analysis
of the impact on European communism has
focused overwhelmingly on the Soviet Union and
Eastern bloc nations. This ambitious collection
takes a much broader view, reconstructing and
evaluating the historical trajectories of glasnost
and perestroika on both sides of the Iron
Curtain. Moving beyond domestic politics and
foreign relations narrowly defined, the research
gathered here constitutes a transnational survey
of these reforms’ collective impact, showing how
they were variably received and implemented,
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and how they shaped the prospects for
“proletarian internationalism” in diverse political
contexts.
The Role of Intelligence in Ending the War
in Bosnia in 1995 - Timothy R. Walton
2014-09-26
Based on primary sources, this book examines
the 1995 Dayton Peace agreement, which ended
the fighting in Bosnia, to show how American
decision-making works on a complex issue. It
takes a multidisciplinary approach and
highlights both the capabilities and limitations of
intelligence in the American foreign policy
process.
Tito and His Comrades - Jože Pirjevec
2018-05-22
This landmark biography, now in English for the
first time, reveals the life of one of the most
powerful figures of the Cold War era. Josip Broz,
nicknamed Tito, led Yugoslavia for nearly four
decades with charisma, cunning, and an iron fist.
An illuminating, definitive portrait of a complex

man in turbulent times, a life as riveting as any
John Le Carré plot.
Nationalism and Communism in Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union - W. Kemp 1999-02-08
Nationalism and Communism in Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union looks at communism's
attempts to come to terms with nationalism
between Marx and Yeltsin, how the inability of
communist theorists and practitioners to achieve
an effective synthesis between nationalism and
communism contributed to communism's
collapse, and what lessons that holds for
contemporary Europe.
The National Problem and the Future of
Yugoslavia - Richard Voyles Burks 1971
The central problem of Yugoslavia is that of
maintaining national unity in the face of
increasing political and economic differentiation.
This study undertakes to examine some of the
factors influencing the dual trend toward unity
and diversity, with particular reference to the
viability of the confederal solution toward which
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Yugoslavia appears to be moving. (Author).
Bulletin: Inside China's Cold War Germany Says "No" - Dieter Dettke 2009-09-25
According to Dieter Dettke, Germany’s refusal to
participate in the Iraq war signaled a resumption
of the country's willingness to assert itself in
global affairs, even in the face of contradictory
U.S. desires. Germany Says "No" reviews the
country’s actions in major international crises
from the first Gulf War to the war with Iraq,
concluding—in contrast to many models of
contemporary German foreign policy—that the
country's civilian power paradigm has been
succeeded by a defensive structural realist
approach. Dettke traces the implications of this
change for Germany’s participation in
multilateral institutions as well as bilateral
relations with the U.S., France, Russia, China,
and India.
Yugoslavia - Dejan Jović 2009
"This book examines the emergence,

implementation, crisis and the breakdown of the
fourth (Kardelj's) constitutive concept of
Yugoslavia (1974-1990), and relations between
anti-statist ideology of self-management and the
actual collapse of state institutions. Based on
interviews with key members of former
Yugoslavia's political elite, documents, and other
primary sources, the book reconstructs the
elite's motives and reasons for the actions that
led to state collapse. Contrary to the dominant
explanation of the collapse of Yugoslavia, the
book argues that Yugoslavia did not collapse
primarily because of the complexity of its ethnic
structure, of changes in the international
environment, or of a deep economic crisis.
Although these factors provided the context in
which the elite operated, it was the elite's
perception of these problems that decisively
influenced their decisions."--BOOK JACKET.
Communism: A Very Short Introduction Leslie Holmes 2009-08-27
The collapse of communism was one of the most
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defining moments of the twentieth century. This
Very Short Introduction examines the history
behind the political, economic, and social
structures of communism as an ideology.
Operation Joint Guardian - R. Cody Phillips 2007
NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS
PRINT PRODUCT--OVERSTOCK SALE -Significantly reduced list price while supplies
last The sudden disintegration of Yugoslavia
from 1992 to 1995 led to a series of violent
armed ethnic conflicts that resulted in the
deaths of more than a quarter-million civilians
and almost 1.5 million refugees. Although NATO
forces were able to end these conflicts and bring
stability to most of the region, a brief flare-up
occurred in 1998-99 in the autonomous province
of Kosovo, which was part of Serbia. After a
sustained bombing campaign against the
Serbian aggressors, the United States Army
entered the troubled province and eventually
enforced a tenuous peace between the Kosovars
and Serbs. This brief study chronicles the origins

of U.S. involvement and the peace enforcement
operation that followed through 2005. Military
leaders, peace negotiators, military science, AP
high school global studies students, and
international relations students may find this
resource helpful for research papers. Historians,
especially military historians and political
scientists may also be interested in this work.
Related products: Yugoslavia From "National
Communism" to National Collapse: US
Intelligence Community Estimative Products on
Yugoslavia, 1948-1990 (Book and CD-ROM) is
available here: https:
//bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/041-015-00252
-0 Other products produced by the U.S. Army,
Center of Military History can be found here:
https: //bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/1061 "
Bibliography of Sources on the Region of
Former Yugoslavia Volume III - Rusko
Matuli? 1998
The Rise and Fall of Socialist Yugoslavia -
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Sergej Flere 2019-09-06
This book examines the relationship between
nationalism and the rise and fall of Yugoslavia
under the rule of Josip Broz Tito. Focusing on
elite action and interaction, the authors provide
a new angle understanding the socialist
federation and its collapse.
National Communism - Peter Zwick
2019-03-04
Communism Unwrapped - Paulina Bren
2012-08-08
Communism Unwrapped reveals the complex
world of consumption in Cold War Eastern
Europe, exploring the ways people shopped, ate,
drank, smoked, cooked, acquired, assessed and
exchanged goods. These everyday experiences,
the editors and contributors argue, were central
to the way that communism was lived in its
widely varied contexts in the region. From
design, to production, to retail sales and black
market exchange, Communism Unwrapped

follows communist goods from producer to
consumer, tracing their circuitous routes. In the
communist world this journey was rife with its
own meanings, shaped by the special political
and social circumstances of these societies. In
examining consumption behind the Iron Curtain,
this volume brings dimension and nuance to
understandings of the communist period and the
history of consumerism.
Yugoslavia From "National Communism" to
National Collapse: US Intelligence Community
Estimative Products on Yugoslavia, 1948-1990 2007-04-23
Contains a collection of 34 declassified National
Intelligence Estimates and memoranda
representing the United States Intelligence
Community's most authoritative analysis of
Yugoslavia, spanning four decades from the
1948 break with the Soviet Union until 1990 and
the eve of the nation's collapse.
Communism and its Collapse - Stephen White
2002-01-04
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Ranging from the Russian revolution of 1917 to
the collapse of Eastern Europe in the 1980s this
study examines Communist rule. By focusing
primarily on the USSR and Eastern Europe
Stephen White covers the major topics and
issues affecting these countries, including: *
communism as a doctrine * the evolution of
Communist rule * the challenges to Soviet
authority in Hungary and Yugoslavia * the
emerging economic fragility of the 1960s * the
complex process of collapse in the 1980s. Any
student or scholar of European history will find
this an essential addition to their reading list.
State Collapse in South-Eastern Europe - Lenard
J. Cohen 2008
A multidisciplinary approach exploring the
historical antecedents and the dynamic process
of Yugoslavia's violent dissolution. This volume
examines issues broadening our understanding
of the Yugoslav case, and also sheds light on
how to deal with state fragility and failure.
Europe from the Balkans to the Urals -

Renéo Lukic 1996
The disintegration of Yugoslavia and the Soviet
Union in 1991 shed entirely new light on the
character of their political systems. There is now
a need to re-examine many of the standard
interpretations of Soviet and Yugoslav politics.
This book is a comparative study of the
disintegration of Yugoslavia and the Soviet
Union - as multinational, federal communist
states - and the reaction of European and US
foreign policy to the parallel collapses of these
nations. The authors describe the structural
similarities in the destabilization of the two
countries, providing great insight into the
demise of both.
Yugoslavia - National Intelligence Council (U.S.)
2006
Markets, Planning and Democracy - David L.
Prychitko 2002
Markets, planning, and democracy : essays after
the collapse of communism / edited by David L.
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Prychitko.
Revolution and Change in Central and Eastern
Europe - Minton F. Goldman 1997
A comprehensive analysis of the progress and
problems of post-communist development
attending to aspects of transition in the region
as a whole and to specific issues in Albania,
Bulgaria, the Czech and Slovak Republics, East
Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, and
Yugoslavia. Goldman (political science,
Northeastern U.) diagrams the commonalities of
development and the diversity of the various
countries' rejection of communism, setting forth
the difficulties in moving from communist
monolithic authoritarianism to pluralistic
democracy, coping with threats to progress and
stability, and the international implications of
these transitions. Paper edition (758-5), $32.95.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
Serbian Nationalism and the Origins of the
Yugoslav Crisis - Vesna Pešić 1996

Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of
the United States - United States. Department
of State 1977
Prior to 1870, the series was published under
various names. From 1870 to 1947, the uniform
title Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of
the United States was used. From 1947 to 1969,
the name was changed to Foreign Relations of
the United States: Diplomatic Papers. After that
date, the current name was adopted.
Modernism - Ahmet Ersoy 2010-07-10
This volume presents and illustrates the
development of the ideologies of nation states,
the "modern" successors of former empires.
They exemplify the use modernist ideological
framaeworks, from liberalism to socialism, in the
context of the fundamental reconfiguration of
the political system in this part of Europe
between the 1860s and the 1930s. It also gives a
panorama of the various solutions proposed for
the national question in the region.
Remaking the Balkans - Christopher Cviic 1995
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A comprehensive analysis of the political and
security implications for southeastern Europe indeed for the whole of Europe - resulting from
the collapse of communism. This second edition
has been significantly revised to include an
assessment of the consequences of the
disintegration of Yugoslavia and the ensuing war
in Bosnia.
Ideologies and National Identities - John R.
Lampe 2004-01-10
Twentieth-century Southeastern Europe endured
three, separate decades of international and civil
war, and was marred in forced migration and
wrenching systematic changes. This book is the
result of a year-long project by the Open Society
Institute to examine and reappraise this
tumultuous century. A cohort of young scholars
with backgrounds in history, anthropology,
political science, and comparative literature
were brought together for this undertaking. The
studies invite attention to fascism, socialism, and
liberalism as well as nationalism and

Communism. While most chapters deal with war
and confrontation, they focus rather on the
remembrance of such conflicts in shaping
today's ideology and national identity.
Regime Change in the Yugoslav Successor
States - Mieczysław P. Boduszyński 2010-04-26
Scholars, practitioners, and policymakers will
find the book to be a compelling contribution to
the study of comparative politics,
democratization, and European integration.
Revolutionary Totalitarianism, Pragmatic
Socialism, Transition - Gorana Ognjenović
2016-06-30
This book, the first of two volumes, challenges
decades of superficial and selective rhetoric
about Tito’s Yugoslavia. The essays explore some
of the gaps in the existing descriptions of the
country that have existed for decades.
Contributors cover a range of topics including
the abolition of the multi-party system,
nonalignment, and the 1968 reinforcing position
among others.
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